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2022 CP Women’s Open Ottawa Hunt and Golf Club 

Post Event Report 

 

SPECIAL EVENTS COMMITTEE 

 
Chair: Barbara Sproule 
Vice-Chair: Dave Cudmore 
 

This committee is new, and we were lucky enough to be part of the initiation crew.  Our 

objective was to help Golf Canada/LPGA organize and execute its onsite events.  They 

recommended that the volunteers be club members and we would concur with that requirement.  

It was apparent with the activities involved that a knowledge of the club layout and contacts 

within the club were essential.  Our committee was made up with a Chair, Vice Chair and 12 

volunteers, and it was sufficient.  We also had 3 club curling members on our team, and while 

they were still very helpful, they had less knowledge of the layout of the course. 

 

FUTURE LINK NATIONAL SKILLS CHALLENGE 

This event had the top juniors from across Canada in 4 age groups competing in three challenges 

–  putting, chipping, and driving.  It was well run by the Sports Development Team, the pace was 

good, and it was enjoyable for our volunteers, the parents and the kids.  All 14 of us had roles to 

play in making it work, some met at the hotel and ushered the various age groups to the club and 

the rest of us were located at the 3 competition areas. 

The chip portion of the competition did not have any measurement circles on the green which 

necessitated a person having to measure each shot from the cup. This took a fair amount of time 

and you could see the competitors were very anxious to keep their rhythm going. The wire 

circles were planned they but arrived in pieces and we did have the proper tools to put together.  

We were able to get the measuring tapes but having the  markings would be a good 

improvement. 

 

GOLF CLINICS  

Monday and Tuesday had 3 golf clinics – RBC and Golf Canada.  It was well organized by both 

groups and ran smoothly.  Our volunteers basically were ball picker uppers and ball set up for the 

various coaching areas. 

One comment to us from the volunteers was that 1 person doing the ball picking for the driving 

portion was not enough.  As you can imagine they cover a large area and 10 participants  can hit  

a lot golf balls in 35 minutes.  We would recommend 2 volunteers for that driving portion. 

 

GUINNESS BOOK OF RECORDS 

On Tuesday morning, we were involved with the first attempt by 6 pros to establish a record for 

the numbers of putt  that could be made in 3 minutes.  The event started at 8AM, we drove the 

Pros to the 17 hole and then back to the club house after they finished.  The Chair and Vice Chair 
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handled this event rather than scheduling a volunteer for 30 minutes. The record was set at 6 

pars, I am sure they will be challenging that next year. 

 

WALK WITH THE PRO 

This was well received by the Pros and the kids.  It was done on the par 3 17th hole.  Again, this 

was well organized by the Golf Canada Sports Development group.  Our volunteers met the kids 

and individually walked them over and introduced them to the Pros.  Our volunteer then handed 

the child a putter and suggested to the Pro that they be allowed the first putt.  A couple of times 

the Pro had the child putt until the was ball was sunk. This is an event worth repeating. 

 

OPENING CEREMONY 

The ceremony was held Thursday on the 18th hole at 7ish.  Our volunteers met VIPs in the 

parking lot and brought them to the staging area.  The LPGA looked after the sound system and 

podium. 

 

CHEO KIDS STARTER PROGRAM 

This program ran from Thursday to Sunday, generally in the morning but a couple of afternoons 

with split tee times.  The intent of the program was to have the kids walk on to the tee box, be 

introduced by the Starter and stand there until the Pros hit.  Our volunteers met the kids at the 

Admissions area after 6AM and brought them to either Hole 1 or 10.  Most of the kids 

participated all 4 days and became familiar with the routine.   If we had a new child coming, we 

would meet them at Admissions, get their shirt and go over the procedure with them.  This 

program requires close, and direct, cooperation with CHEO (or whatever charity is chosen).   

 

Comments  

Since the kids all arrived at the same time, there were some long waits for their introduction..  

We sat down with the CHEO people after the first day and worked out a schedule for the kids' 

arrivals and prepared a master sheet for our volunteers and for the Starters.  It worked okay, the 

kids didn’t seem to mind watching and waiting but we have a few comments for next year.   

We would recommend that direct contact be made with the sponsoring organization in advance 

of the event – this should be between Special Events and them, as well GC.  To make the event 

positive for the kids, minimize the wait times and find some ways to engage them while they are 

waiting. It would be good to have their shirts distributed before arriving, and give the parents a 

day and time schedule. 

We would also recommend that the sponsor prepare a couple of lines for the Starter to explain 

that the kids are representing the hospital (or whatever they represent) and are not past or current 

patients. 

Some kind of sign for the volunteers, or special clothing, would help the kids find them easily. 

 

VIP BROADCAST TOUR 

The tours ran from Thursday to Sunday during broadcast hours.  We prepared a fun fact sheet 

with information on the Hunt Club, the windstorm in May and golf course details.  Two routes 

for the carts were mapped out depending on how busy it was or where Brooke Henderson was 

playing.    
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Tours were well received by the VIP’s mainly because at the broadcast center, we were met by a 

spokesperson, Vicky VanderBrooke, who gave us a 10 minute explanation of all the trailers, 

equipment and overview of how the process works, before taking the group into the broadcast 

trailer.  She made the tour really worthwhile.  We then drove to hole 17and cheered Pros on by 

making noise on the hockey boards.  On the way to the Little Engine we drove past the Family 

Center.  We were told we would have 2 six-seater carts and were only given 1.  We reduced the 

number of volunteer hours and number of tours substantially.  We were able to borrow an 8-

seater on Saturday from the Marshalls as we had a request from the mayor’s office for a last 

minute tour.   

 

COMMENTS 

The booking of the tours was turned over to us on Monday and we did not take enough 

information initially.  We had two no shows and when I contacted the person who did the 

booking, they were not able to help.  I would recommend getting the names and cell numbers of 

the VIPs and maybe even send a text or email an hour beforehand to remind them. 

 

Recommend that towels should be provided as the carts need to be wiped down in the morning 

or after rain. 

 

CHEO CHECK PRESENTATION 

This was handled by the CHEO and CP. 

 

CLOSING CEREMONY HOLE 18 

Again, this was primarily handled by LPGA, we were given list of VIPs and the lineup but it was 

not current.   We didn't do much more than just shepherd in all the Chairs and Vice Chairs. 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

We found that the Trust Event scheduling was not useful for Special Events.  As activities firmed 

up, hours changed, some were cancelled, and we couldn’t make changes with out going through 

the LPGA staff.  A good as they are, it was too much to ask, so we used the “Run of Show” excel 

spreadsheet from Dan Hyatt and that worked much better.    Spreadsheet do need to be formatted 

for printing, but Dave was able to make them work.   We would recommend that you set up your 

own group email/text chat group with your volunteers for ease of communication.  We did have 

any radios but cells phones worked well for our small team.   

 

We got several questions from visitors looking for bathrooms, it would seem we needed more 

signage.   

 

There also seemed to be issues with Ticket Master - people with General Admission tickets were 

looking for seats as their ticket indicated a section and seat number.   

 

Parking for volunteers: complaints about volunteers stuck in long line ups when they could see a 

much better and faster way in. 
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Large paper site maps for committee tables and spectators would have been useful: there are still 

lots of people that are not carrying phones or able (or willing) to download the Golf Canada app.  

 

Staff dining: while the private room was appreciated, the food should have been better – chicken  

for every lunch was not only dry but quite repetitive. The breakfast with the cheese crepes were 

okay, but the scrambled eggs left a lot to be desired.   Salads were good, cold drinks were 

excellent but no salt/pepper.  In hindsight, food served in concessions would have been better 

than the private dining area. 

 

Volunteer washroom trailer needed cleaning more often. Access to ladies' locker room was 

certainly well received by Chairs and Vice Chairs. 

 

BIG THANK YOU 

 

 I would say that working with LPGA/GC staff was a real joy.  We received nothing but prompt 

assistance, kind words, smiles and enthusiasm no how many how many times we asked the same 

question or any issues we had. I don’t want to miss anyone but I will mention a few names – 

Jessica, Kendra, Amanda, Natalie, Monica and of course Dan.  You made it easy for us to run the 

committee and have a successful event.  Thanks for the being such a good crew. 

 

 

 


